PLANAR INCIDENCES AND GEOMETRIC INEQUALITIES IN THE
HEISENBERG GROUP
KATRIN FÄSSLER, TUOMAS ORPONEN, AND ANDREA PINAMONTI
A BSTRACT. We prove that if P, L are finite sets of δ-separated points and lines in R2 , the
number of δ-incidences between P and L is no larger than a constant times
|P |2{3 |L|2{3 ¨ δ ´1{3 .
We apply the bound to obtain the following variant of the Loomis-Whitney inequality in the
Heisenberg group:
|K| . |πx pKq|2{3 ¨ |πy pKq|2{3 ,
K Ă H.
Here πx and πy are the vertical projections to the xt- and yt-planes, respectively, and | ¨ |
refers to natural Haar measure on either H, or one of the planes. Finally, as a corollary of
the Loomis-Whitney inequality, we deduce that
a
}f }4{3 . }Xf }}Y f },
f P BV pHq,
where X, Y are the standard horizontal vector fields in H. This is a sharper version of the
classical geometric Sobolev inequality }f }4{3 . }∇H f } for f P BV pHq.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
The Loomis-Whitney inequality in Rn bounds the volume of a set K Ă Rn by the areas
of its coordinate projections:
n
ź

|K| ď

|πj pKq|1{pn´1q ,

(1.1)

j“1

where πj px1 , . . . , xn q “ px1 , . . . , xj´1 , xj`1 , . . . , xn q. Here |A| refers to d-dimensional
Lebesgue measure in Rd whenever A Ă Rd . The same notation will also refer to cardinality, but the appropriate meaning should always be clear from the context. The inequality
(1.1) is due to Loomis and Whitney [29] from 1949. The starting point of the present paper was to find an analogue of (1.1) in Heisenberg groups. It turns out that already in the
first group H “ pR3 , ¨q, this leads to an interesting incidence geometric problem, which
we are able to fully resolve. In higher groups, the question will remain open.
1.1. A bound on δ-incidences in the plane. Before setting up the Heisenberg notation,
we discuss the more elementary incidence geometry problem – in R2 . Let P Ă Q0 :“
r´1, 1s2 be a finite set, and let L be a finite collection of lines `pa,bq :“ ty “ ax ` bu Ă R2 ,
with pa, bq P Q0 ; we denote the collection of all such lines by Q0 . We fix a "scale" 0 ă δ ă
1, and assume that all the points in P and lines in L are δ-separated. Two points p, q P R2
are called δ-separated if |p´q| ě δ. Two lines `p , `q P Q0 are called δ-separated if p, q P Q0
are δ-separated. We say that a point p P R2 is δ-incident to a line ` Ă R2 if p lies in the
δ-neighborhood `pδq of `. We also write
Iδ pP, Lq :“ tpp, `q P P ˆ L : p is δ-incident to `u.
Here is the first main result of the paper:
Theorem 1.2. Let P Ă Q0 and L Ă Q0 be δ-separated. Then,
|Iδ pP, Lq| . |P |2{3 |L|2{3 ¨ δ ´1{3 .
Here | ¨ | refers to cardinality on both sides of the inequality. The implicit constant is absolute.
This estimate is a close relative of the Szemerédi-Trotter incidence bound [35] which, in
our notation, says that |I0 pP, Lq| . |P |2{3 |L|2{3 `|P |`|L| (without any hypotheses on the
separation of P or L). The Szemerédi-Trotter bound for |I0 | is typically much better than
the one in Theorem 1.2 for |Iδ |, but this is to be expected. In fact, the bound in Theorem
1.2 cannot be improved, unless one assumes stronger separation from either P or L. The
simplest non-trivial sharpness example is perhaps given by letting P be a δ-packing in a
tube of dimensions δ 1{2 ˆ δ. All of the points in P are δ-incident to a δ-separated family
of lines of cardinality „ δ ´1{2 , giving |Iδ pP, Lq| „ δ ´1 . This matches the upper bound in
Theorem 1.2. More generally, sharpness examples are given by letting P be a δ-packing
in a rectangle R “ r0, rs ˆ r0, ss Ă Q0 , with δ ď s ď r ď 1, and letting L Ă Q0 be a
δ-packing of lines meeting R.
We will infer Theorem 1.2 from an estimate for the number of k-rich points relative
to an -separated line family, with  ě δ, see Theorem 2.4. To prove Theorem 1.2, only
the case  “ δ of Theorem 2.4 is needed; we decided to include the general case  ě δ
since the same question has been recently studied by Guth, Solomon, and Wang [18].
We will comment on the differences between the results in Remark 2.6. Other related
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results in the plane are contained in [24, 28, 31, 34]. In higher dimensions, the problem of
bounding the number of δ-incidences between points and lines is at the heart of Kakeya
and restriction problems, see [5, 16, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27] for a few recent papers.
1.2. Loomis-Whitney and Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequalities in H. We then
move to the Heisenberg group, although we postpone most of the precise definitions to
Section 3. In brief, the first Heisenberg group H is R3 equipped with a non-commutative
group law "¨" which makes it a nilpotent Lie group. The "vertical" planes in R3 containing
the t-axis are subgroups of H – known as the vertical subgroups. To a vertical subgroup
W Ă H, we associate the complementary horizontal subgroup L which, as a subset of R3 ,
is just the orthogonal complement of W, a line in the xy-plane. For subsets of H – R3 ,
the notation | ¨ | will refer to Lebesgue measure on R3 , and for subsets of a vertical plane
R2 – W Ă H, the notation | ¨ | will refer to Lebesgue measure in R2 . All integrations on H
or W will be performed with respect to these measures. Up to multiplicative constants,
they could also be defined as the 4-and 3-dimensional Hausdorff measures, respectively,
relative to a natural metric on H. So, our measures coincide with canonical "intrinsic"
objects in H.
Fixing a pair pW, Lq, as above, every point p P H can be uniquely decomposed as
p “ w ¨ v, where w P W and v P L. This operation gives rise to the vertical and horizontal
projections
p ÞÑ πW ppq :“ w and p ÞÑ πL ppq :“ v.
The vertical projections, in particular, play a significant role in the geometric measure
theory of Heisenberg groups – as do orthogonal projections in Rn – so they have been
actively investigated in recent years, see [1, 2, 10, 11, 22, 23]. The vertical projections are
´1
non-linear maps, but their fibres πW
twu are nevertheless lines. In fact, the fibres of πW
´1
are precisely the left translates of the line L, that is, πW
twu “ w ¨ L for w P W.
With this introduction in mind, we are interested in proving a variant of the LoomisWhitney inequality (1.1) for subsets of H in terms of the vertical projections πW . In Rn , the
inequality makes a reference to the n coordinate projections. These are, now, best viewed
as the projections whose fibres are translates of lines parallel to the coordinate axes. In
H, it seems natural to fix a basis for the xy-plane, say e1 “ p1, 0, 0q and e2 “ p0, 1, 0q,
and consider the two vertical projections π1 :“ πW1 and π2 :“ πW2 whose fibres are left
translates of L1 :“ spanpe1 q and L2 :“ spanpe2 q. The exact formulae are
π1 px, y, tq “ p0, y, t `

xy
2 q

and π2 px, y, tq “ px, 0, t ´

xy
2 q.

With this notation, we prove the following variant of the Loomis-Whitney inequality:
Theorem 1.3. Let K Ă R3 (or K Ă H) be Lebesgue measurable. Then
|K| . |π1 pKq|2{3 ¨ |π2 pKq|2{3 .

(1.4)

Theorem 1.3 will be derived as a corollary of Theorem 1.2. It is easy to see that the
exponents in (1.4) are sharp by considering rectangles of the form r´r, rs ˆ r´r, rs ˆ
r´r2 , r2 s. Besides the difference in the definition of projections, there is another obvious
difference between (the case n “ 3 of) the standard Loomis-Whitney inequality (1.1), and
(1.4): the former bounds the volume of K in terms of three projections, and the latter in
terms of only two projections. One might therefore ask: is there a version of (1.1) for two
orthogonal projections R3 Ñ R2 – and does it look like (1.4)? The answer is negative.
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This is a very special case of [4, Theorem 1.13], but perhaps it is illustrative to see an
explicit computation:
Example 1.5. Consider the two coordinate projections π̃1 , π̃2 in R3 to the xt- and yt-planes. If
K “ r0, 1s2 ˆ r0, δs, then |K| “ δ, and also |π̃1 pKq| “ δ “ |π̃2 pKq|. So, for δ ą 0 small, an
inequality of the form
|K| . |π̃1 pKq|λ ¨ |π̃2 pKq|λ

(1.6)

1
2.

can only hold for λ ď
On the other hand, if KR “ r0, Rs3 , with R " 1, then |KR | “ R3 and
2
|π̃1 pKR q| “ R “ |π̃2 pKR q|, so (1.6) can only hold for λ ě 34 . The latter example naturally does
not contradict (1.4): note that |πj pKR q| „ R3 for R " 1.
We also mention that Theorem 1.3 is related to Brascamp-Lieb inequalities, but, to the
best of our knowledge, does not follow from existing results. We direct the reader to
e.g. [3, 4, 7] and the references therein. Euclidean Loomis-Whitney and Brascamp-Lieb
inequalities can be proven by the technique of heat flow monotonicity, see [4]. The same
approach has been attempted in Carnot groups by Bramati [6], but there seems to be
a gap in the argument, which has been confirmed with the author. More precisely, the
exponents appearing in the proof of [6, Theorem 3.2.3] have not been chosen consistently.
In Rn , it is well-known that the Loomis-Whitney inequality implies the GagliardoNirenberg-Sobolev inequality
n
ź

}f }n{pn´1q ď

1{n

}Bj f }1 ,

f P Cc1 pRn q.

(1.7)

j“1

Similarly, we obtain an H-analogue of (1.7) as a corollary of Theorem 1.3:
Theorem 1.8. Let f P BV pHq. Then,
}f }4{3 .

a

}Xf }}Y f }.

(1.9)

Here
X “ Bx ´ y2 Bt

and Y “ By ` x2 Bt

are the standard left-invariant "horizontal" vector fields in H, and BV pHq refers to functions f P L1 pHq whose distributional X and Y derivatives are signed Radon measures
with finite total variation, denoted } ¨ }. Theorem 1.8 presents a sharper version of the
well-known "geometric" Sobolev inequality
}f }4{3 . }∇H f },

f P BV pHq,

(1.10)

proven by Pansu [32] as a corollary of the isoperimetric inequality in H. Here ∇H f “
pXf, Y f q. Versions of geometric Sobolev inequalities and isoperimetric inequalities were
obtained in a more general framework by several authors, for instance in [9, 15]. A proof
of (1.10), using the fundamental solution of the sub-Laplace operator 4H , is discussed in
[8, Section 5.3], following the approach of [9]. On the other hand, since Theorem 1.8 is
derived from Theorem 1.3, which in turn is a corollary of Theorem 1.2, our proof of the
inequality (1.9), and hence (1.10), uses nothing but plane geometry!
It seems plausible that a version of Theorem 1.3 could also hold in higher dimensional
Heisenberg groups, but we are not currently able to prove it:
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Question 1. Let K Ă Hn – R2n`1 be Lebesgue measurable, and let π1 , . . . , π2n be the vertical
projections to the planes perpendicular to the 2n standard unit vectors ej P R2n ˆ t0u Ă R2n`1 .
Then,
2n
ź
|πj pKq|pn`1q{rnp2n`1qs .
|K| .
j“1

2. A N INCIDENCE ESTIMATE IN THE PLANE
Definition 2.1 (A metric on lines). Let Q0 be the set of lines in R2 whose slope does not
exceed 45˝ , and which intersect the y-axis in t0u ˆ r´1, 1s:
Q0 :“ t`pa,bq :“ tpx, yq P R2 : y “ ax ` bu : |a|, |b| ď 1u.
For `pa,bq , `pc,dq P Q0 , write
dp`pa,bq , `pc,dq q :“ |pa, bq ´ pc, dq|.
Let 0 ă δ ď 1. A point p P R2 is δ-incident to a line ` Ă R2 if p P `pδq. The parameter
δ ą 0 will be fixed in this section, and the δ-incidence of p and ` will be denoted p „ `.
For another parameter  P rδ, 1s, we say that two lines `1 , `2 P Q0 are called -separated
if dp`1 , `2 q ě . The point here is that we will only ever consider δ-incidences between
points and lines, but sometimes the results can be improved by assuming that the lines
are -separated, and not just δ-separated.
We record a fairly obvious lemma:
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 ă δ ď  ă 1. Let L Ă Q0 be an -separated family of lines, all δ-incident to a
common point p P Q0 :“ r´1, 1s2 . Then |L| ď A´1 , where A ě 1 is an absolute constant.
Proof. Write p “ px0 , y0 q P Q0 . For every ` “ `pa,bq P L, there exists x` P R such that
|x` ´ x0 | ` |y0 ´ pax` ` bq| . δ. Since |a| ď 1, it follows that |b ´ p´x0 a ` y0 q| . δ and
hence pa, bq also lies at distance . δ from the line ty “ ´x0 x ` y0 u. Noting that  ě δ,
there can be at most . ´1 such -separated choices of pa, bq, as claimed.

Our restriction to the lines in Q0 is purely a matter of convenience; it allows us to define
the metric d in a neat way, which (i) corresponds to the "geometric intuition" of what the
δ-separation of lines should mean, and (ii) behaves well under point-line-duality.
For a (finite) set P Ă R2 , and a (finite) family of lines L in R2 , we write
IpP, Lq :“ tpp, `q : p „ `u “ tpp, `q : p P `pδqu.
Here is the main result of this section:
Theorem 2.3. Let P Ă Q0 :“ r´1, 1s2 be a δ-separated set, and let L Ă Q0 be a δ-separated
family of lines. Then,
|IpP, Lq| . |P |2{3 |L|2{3 ¨ δ ´1{3 .
Theorem 2.3 will be derived as a corollary of the following reformulation, which bounds
the number of k-rich points for a given -separated line family L in R2 . For Theorem 2.3,
we will only need the case  “ δ, but proving the more general statement presents no
additional challenges. Given a line family L, and an integer k ě 1, a point p P R2 is is
called k-rich (relative to L) if p „ ` for ě k distinct ` P L.
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Theorem 2.4. Let 0 ă δ ď  ď 1. Let L Ă Q0 be an -separated family of lines, and let P Ă Q0
be a δ-separated set of k-rich points (relative to L) with k ě 2. Then,
|L|2 ´1
¨ .
(2.5)
k3
Remark 2.6. First, we mention that the definition of "p „ `" could also be modified by
requiring that p P `pCδq, where C ě 1 is a fixed constant. Then both Theorems 2.3 and
2.4 would continue to hold, with the same proofs but with a worse constant, depending
only on C.
Second, the bound (2.5) should be compared with the next classical estimate, which
follows from the Szemerédi-Trotter incidence theorem [35]: given a family of lines L in
R2 , the set of points in R2 contained on ě k lines has cardinality
|P | .

|L|2 |L|
`
.
(2.7)
k3
k
It seems suspicious that (2.5) is completely missing the second term in (2.7), which is
indeed necessary: think of "k-stars", where |L|{k points, each, lie on k lines in L. Since
such a construction is possible in the context of Theorem 2.4, it has to be the case that
.

|L|
|L|2
. 3 ¨ ´1 .
(2.8)
k
k
This is true: since the lines in L are -separated, and  ě δ, no point in Q0 can be δ-incident
to more than mint|L|, A´1a
u lines in L. Thus, we may assume in proving Theorem 2.4
that k ď mint|L|, A´1 u . |L|´1 . This bound is equivalent to (2.8).
Third, the bound (2.5) should be compared with the recent work of Guth, Solomon,
and Wang [18, Theorem 1.1]. Under the hypotheses and terminology of Theorem 2.4,
the authors in [18] prove that the number of δ-separated k-rich points relative to L is /
|L|2 {k 3 if a priori k " δ´2 . Thus, for 0 ă  ! 1, the upper bound in [18] is much stronger
than (2.5), but it is only applicable for sufficiently large values of k. To prove Theorem
2.3, we also need information about small values of k. For the case  “ δ in particular,
[18, Theorem 1.1] does not seem to contain any information, since if k " δ´2 “ δ ´1 , the
set of k-rich points is always empty by Lemma 2.2.
In the proof of Theorem 2.4, we will employ the following polynomial cell decomposition lemma of Guth and Katz [17, Theorem 4.1]:
Lemma 2.9. Let P Ă R2 be a finite set, and let D ě 1 be an integer. Then, there exists a
polynomial p : R2 Ñ R of degree deg p ď D such that the following holds. Writing
Z :“ tx P R2 : ppxq “ 0u,
the complement R2 z Z is the union of . D2 open cells O such that |O X P | . |P |{D2 .
We are then ready to prove Theorem 2.4:
Proof of Theorem 2.4. While proving Theorem 2.4, we may assume that
2 ď k ď mint|L|, A´1 u,

(2.10)

where A is the constant from Lemma 2.2, see Remark 2.6. In addition to (2.10), we may
also assume that either (a) k ě A0 , or (b)  ě A0 δ, where A0 ě 1 is an absolute constant
of our choosing. Indeed, if both  ď A0 δ and k ď A0 , the right hand side of (2.5) is
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2
´1 & |L| ¨ δ ´1 . But clearly the number of k-rich points is no larger than the
ě A´4
0 |L| ¨ δ
number of 1-rich points, which is . |L| ¨ δ ´1 , recalling that P is δ-separated. In both cases
(a) and (b) we can infer the following geometric observation, which will be useful later
in the argument:

Lemma 2.11. The following holds if A0 ě 1 is large enough, and either (a)  ě δ and k ě A0
or (b)  ě A0 δ and k ě 2. If Lppq Ă L is an -separated set of lines which are all δ-incident to
a common point p P Q0 , with N :“ |Lppq| ě k, then there are subsets L1 ppq, L2 ppq Ă Lppq of
cardinalities |L1 ppq| „ N „ |L2 ppq| such that =p`1 , `2 q & N  for all p`1 , `2 q P L1 ppq ˆ L2 ppq.
We omit the easy proof. We will assume that either (a) or (b) holds, so we have the
conclusion of Lemma 2.11. To prove Theorem 2.4, we fix k as in (2.10) (and also with
k ě A0 in case (a) holds), and make a counter assumption: there exists an -separated
line family L, and a δ-separated set P Ă Q0 of cardinality
|L|2 ´1
¨
(2.12)
k3
such that every point in P is ě k-rich (relative to L). Here C ě 1 is some large absolute
constant to be determined later. We apply the cell decomposition lemma, Lemma 2.9,
with D :“ tCdeg |L|{ku ě 1, where Cdeg ě 1 is another constant satisfying
?
1 ! Cdeg ! C.
|P | ě C

The precise requirements will become clear during the proof. We obtain a polynomial
p : R2 Ñ R of degree deg p ď Cdeg |L|{k, and a collection of "cells" O, with |O| . |L|2 {k 2 ,
such that
|P |
k 2 |P |
,
O P O.
(2.13)
|O X P | . 2 „ 2
D
Cdeg |L|2
We split the set P into two parts: the points "well inside" the cells O P O, and the part
"close" to Z “ tp “ 0u. The plan is to show that both parts have cardinality ă |P |{2,
which gives a contradiction, and completes the proof. Precisely, we write
O1 :“ O z Zpδq,

O P O.

We then write P “ P1 Y P2 , where
P1 :“ P X

ď

O1

and P2 :“ P X Zpδq.

OPO

2.0.1. Proof that |P1 | ă |P |{2. We start with the following observation: if a line ` Ă R2
(from L if desired) is δ-incident to a point in p P O1 , then ` X O ‰ H. It follows: every
line ` Ă R2 is δ-incident to a point in at most deg p ` 1 sets O1 . Indeed, if ` violated this,
then it would intersect ą deg p ` 1 distinct cells O P O, and hence cross Z in ě deg p ` 1
distinct points. By Bézout’s theorem, this would force ` Ă Z, and hence `pδq Ă Zpδq. In
particular, ` could not be δ-incident to any points in any of the cells O1 Ă R2 z Zpδq. We
learned this argument from [16, Lemma 3.2].
We infer the following useful corollary of the previous observation. For O P O fixed,
we write LO for the subset of L which are δ-incident to at least one point in O1 . Then,
ÿ
ÿ
|LO | “
|tO P O : ` P LO u| ď rdeg p ` 1s ¨ |L|.
(2.14)
OPO

`PL
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We are now ready to estimate the number of points in P1 . We will first use the k-richness
of the points in P1 Ă P , and then the trivial bound |IpP 1 , L1 q| ď |P 1 ||L1 |:
ÿ
|IpP X O1 , LO q|
k|P1 | ď |IpP1 , Lq| “
OPO
(2.13)

.
(2.14)

ď

k 2 |P | ÿ
|LO |
2 |L|2
Cdeg
OPO
k 2 |P |
k|P |
¨ rdeg p ` 1s ¨ |L| .
,
2
2
Cdeg
Cdeg |L|

recalling that deg p ď Cdeg |L|{k. If Cdeg ě 1 was chosen large enough, this shows that
|P1 | ă |P |{2, as desired.
2.0.2. Proof that |P2 | ă |P |{2. The argument here follows rather closely [30, §5.2]. There
are certain troublesome points P2,bad Ă P2 whose cardinality we bound first: they are the
points p P P2 such that Bpp, 2δq contains a component of Z. By Harnack’s curve theorem
[21], the number of components Z1 , . . . , ZN of Z is bounded by
N . rdeg ps2 .

2 |L|2
Cdeg

k2

ďA

2 |L|2
Cdeg

k3

¨ ´1 ď A

2 |P |
Cdeg

C

,

recalling from (2.10) that k ď A´1 , and then applying the counter assumption (2.12).
Since the points in P are δ-separated, and the 2δ-neighbourhood of every point in P2,bad
2 |P |{C.
contains one of the N components of Z, we conclude that |P2,bad | . N . Cdeg
?
Choosing C ě 1 large enough, and then Cdeg ! C, we find that |P2,bad | ă |P |{4. To
conclude the proof, it remains to prove that |P2,good | ă |P |{4, where P2,good :“ P2 z P2,bad .

F IGURE 1. Z X Bpp, 2δq must have a large projection in one of two directions with a positive angle.
We make a geometric observation, depicted in Figure 1. Fix p P P2,good . Since p P Zpδq,
and Bpp, 2δq contains no component of Z, we infer that some component Zp of Z contains
a point q P Bpp, δq, and also intersects R2 z Bpp, 2δq. We spend a moment studying the
orthogonal projections of Zp X Bpp, 2δq to lines through the origin. Fix two such lines
L1 , L2 with angle =pL1 , L2 q “: α ě δ, and let πj : R2 Ñ Lj be the orthogonal projection.
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Evidently πj pqq P πj pZp X Bpp, 2δqq. Let Πj be the (possibly degenerate) component
interval of πj pZp X Bpp, 2δqq containing πj pqq. We claim that
(2.15)

maxt|Π1 |, |Π2 |u ě cαδ,

where c ą 0 is a suitable absolute constant. Assume to the contrary that maxt|Π1 |, |Π2 |u ă
cαδ. This implies that there are points x1j , x2j P L1 at distance ă cαδ from πj pqq which are
not in πj pZp X Bpp, 2δqq. Write Ij :“ rx1j , x2j s Ă Lj , j P t1, 2u, and note that
Q :“ π1´1 pI1 q X π2´1 pI2 q
is a rectangular box of diameter . pcαδq{α “ cδ. Since q P Q X Bpp, δq, choosing c ą 0
sufficiently small allows us to conclude that Q Ă Bpp, 2δq. Since xij R πj pZp X Bpp, 2δqq
for i, j P t1, 2u, we have
rZp X Bpp, 2δqs X πj´1 pxij q “ H.
The boundary of Q is contained in the union of the (four) lines πj´1 pxij q, i, j P t1, 2u, so
we infer that
rZp X Bpp, 2δqs X BQ “ H.
(2.16)
However, Zp is a connected set meeting both Q (at q) and R2 z Q (recalling that Q Ă
Bpp, 2δq), so Zp X BQ ‰ H. Using again that Q Ă Bpp, 2δq, this violates (2.16), and proves
(2.15). Now that (2.15) has been proven, we can relax it a bit by eliminating the reference
to the special component Zp : we have shown that if p P P2,good , and L1 , L2 are two lines
through the origin with =pL1 , L2 q “ α ě δ, then
maxt|πL1 pZ X Bpp, 2δqq|, |πL2 pZ X Bpp, 2δqq|u ě cαδ.

(2.17)

We apply this as follows: let `1 , `2 P L be two lines δ-incident to p with =p`1 , `2 q “: α ě δ,
K
and let π1 , π2 be the orthogonal projections to L1 :“ `K
1 and L2 :“ `2 , respectively. It
follows from (2.17), and Bpp, 2δq Ă `i p4δq, that
maxt|π1 prZ X Bpp, 2δqs X `1 p4δqq|, |π2 prZ X Bpp, 2δqs X `2 p4δqq|u ě cαδ.

(2.18)

To exploit this information, recall that p P P2,good Ă P is ě k-rich, with k ě 2, and
the lines in L are -separated, with  ě δ. So, using Lemma 2.11, we may isolate two
collections L1 ppq and L2 ppq of & k lines in L, all δ-incident to p, such that =p`1 , `2 q & k
for all pairs p`1 , `2 q P L1 ppq ˆ L2 ppq. By (2.18), the following holds for either L1 ppq or
L2 ppq:
|π`K prZ X Bpp, 2δqs X `p4δqq| ě ckδ,
` P Lj ppq,
(2.19)
where c ą 0 might be a bit smaller than in (2.18). Motivated by this observation, we say
that pp, `q P P2,good ˆ L is a good incidence if ` „ p, and (2.19) holds. Since |Lj ppq| & k for
all p P P2,good and j P t1, 2u, we see that
ÿ
|tp P P2,good : pp, `q is a good incidenceu|
`PL

ÿ
“

|t` P L : pp, `q is a good incidenceu| & |P2,good | ¨ k.

pPP2,good

Averaging over ` P L, we find a line `0 P L such that
|tp P P2,good : pp, `0 q is a good incidenceu| &

|P2,good | ¨ k
.
|L|

(2.20)
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We will now conclude the proof by inferring, from (2.20), that (Lebesgue) positively
many lines inside `0 p4δq are contained in Z. Since however Z has null measure (and
a fortiori can contain at most deg p distinct parallel lines), we will have reached a contradiction. So, consider a random line `1 Ă `0 p4δq; more precisely, let P be the uniform
distribution on π`K p`0 p4δqq – r0, 8δs, and pick
0

`1 “ π`´1
K ttu Ă `p4δq
0

according to t „ P. Whenever pp, `0 q is a good incidence, (2.19) implies that the probability of `1 hitting Z X B̄pp, 2δq is & k. The balls B̄pp, 2δq have bounded overlap as p varies,
so (2.20) implies that the expected number "E" of intersections between `1 Ă `0 p4δq and
Z is
|P2,good | ¨ k 2 
E&
.
|L|
On the other hand, E ď deg p ď Cdeg |L|{k: any line with ą deg p intersections with Z
is contained in Z by Bézout’s theorem, and this cannot happen for a set of lines with
positive probability (or even strictly more than deg p choices of `1 ). So, we infer that
|P2,good | ¨ k 2 
Cdeg |L|
.Eď
,
|L|
k
which can be rearranged to
|P2,good | .

Cdeg |L|2 ´1 Cdeg |P |
|P |
¨ ď
ď? ,
3
k
C
C

?
using the counter assumption (2.12) in the end, and also recalling that Cdeg ď C.
Choosing C ě 1 large enough, we infer that |P2,good | ă |P |{4, as desired. Since we
have now shown that
|P | |P | |P |
|P | ď |P1 | ` |P2,bad | ` |P2,good | ă
`
`
ă |P |,
2
4
4
a contradiction (starting from (2.12)) has been reached, and the proof of Theorem 2.4 is
complete.

We then quickly derive Theorem 2.3:
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Fix a δ-separated set P Ă Q0 , and a δ-separated set of lines L Ă Q0 .
There is no loss of generality assuming that |L| ě |P |: if this fails to begin with, one
may apply point-line duality to exchange the roles of P and L and obtain a new set of
points, PL , and a new family of lines, LP . This is a standard trick, so we only sketch the
details: one associates to every pa, bq P P the line `˜pa,bq “ ty “ ´ax ` bu, and to every
line `pc,dq “ ty “ cx ` du P L the point pc, dq P R2 . Then, it is clear that pa, bq lies on
`pc,dq if and only if pc, dq lies on `˜pa,bq . Also, the δ-separated set P Ă Q0 gets mapped
to a δ-separated set of lines in Q0 , and vice versa, by our definition of "δ-separation".
With a little work, one can also check that if pa, bq is δ-incident to `pc,dq , then pc, dq is Cδincident to `˜pa,bq . Therefore, with suitable choices of constants in the definitions, one has
|IpP, Lq| . |IpPL , LP q|. But if |L| ă |P |, then |PL | ă |LP |, and we have arrived at a
situation where the number of lines exceeds the number of points, as desired.
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So, we assume that |L| ě |P |, and in particular r|L|2{3 {|P |1{3 s ¨ δ ´1{3 ě 1. For j ě 1, let
Pj :“ tp P P : p is k-rich for some 2j´1 ď k ă 2j u.
The set P1 consists of the 1-rich points in P , and for these we apply the trivial bound
|IpP1 , Lq| ď |P |. For j ě 2, we apply Theorem 2.4 as follows:
ÿ
ÿ
2j |Pj | .
2j |P |
|IpP, Lq| . |P | `
jě2

2j ďr|L|2{3 {|P |1{3 s¨δ ´1{3

ÿ

2j ¨

`
2j ąr|L|2{3 {|P |1{3 s¨δ ´1{3

|L|2 ´1
¨δ .
23j

One readily verifies that both sums above are comparable to |P |2{3 |L|2{3 ¨ δ ´1{3 , and also
|P | ď |P |2{3 |L|2{3 ¨ δ ´1{3 since we assumed |P | ď |L|. This concludes the proof.

3. L OOMIS -W HITNEY INEQUALITY IN THE H EISENBERG GROUP
In this section, we deduce the Loomis-Whitney inequality in Theorem 1.3 from the
planar incidence bound established in the previous section. We begin by introducing
the Heisenberg concepts and notation carefully. The first Heisenberg group H is the group
pR3 , ¨q with the group product
px, y, tq ¨ px1 , y 1 , t1 q :“ px ` x1 , y ` y 1 , t ` t1 ` 12 pxy 1 ´ yx1 qq.

(3.1)

The Heisenberg dilation δλ with constant λ ą 0 is the group isomorphism
δλ : H Ñ H,

δλ px, y, tq “ pλx, λy, λ2 tq.

In geometric measure theory of the sub-Riemannian Heisenberg group [33], an important
role is played by Heisenberg projections that are adapted to the group and dilation structure of H and that map onto homogeneous subgroups of H. In the present paper, we only
consider two projections associated to two "coordinate" planes introduced below.
Let Wx :“ tpx, 0, tq : px, tq P R2 u Ă H and Wy “ tp0, y, tq : py, tq P R2 u Ă H be the
vertical subgroups of H containing the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. Write also Lx :“
tpx, 0, 0q : x P Ru and Ly :“ tp0, y, 0q : y P Ru, so
‚ Lx is a complementary horizontal subgroup of Wy , and
‚ Ly is a complementary horizontal subgroup of Wx .
This means, for example, that every point p P H has a unique decomposition p “ wx ¨ ly ,
where wx P Wx and ly P Ly . Similarly, there is also a unique decomposition p “ wy ¨ lx ,
where wy P Wy and lx P Lx . These decompositions give rise to the vertical projections
p ÞÑ wx “: πx ppq P Wx

and p ÞÑ wy “: πy ppq P Wy .

It is immediate from the definition that the fibres of the projections πx and πy left cosets
of Ly and Lx , respectively:
πx´1 twu “ w ¨ Ly

and πx´1 twu “ w ¨ Lx .

Using the group product in (3.1), it is also easy to write down explicit expressions for πx
and πy :
xy
πy px, y, tq “ p0, y, t ` xy
2 q and πx px, y, tq “ px, 0, t ´ 2 q.
If the reader is not comfortable with the Heisenberg group, he can simply identify both
Wx and Wy with R2 , and consider the maps px, y, tq ÞÑ py, t ` pxyq{2qq and px, y, tq ÞÑ
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px, t ´ pxyq{2q without paying attention to their origin. It is clear that πx and πy are
smooth, and hence locally Lipschitz with respect to the Euclidean metric in R3 . The
vertical projections are, in fact, not Lipschitz with respect to the Korányi distance dpp, qq “
}q ´1 ¨ p}, but all the metric concepts which we use in this section (balls, neighborhoods
etc.) will be defined using the Euclidean distance.
We recall the statement of Theorem 1.3:
Theorem 3.2. Let K Ă H be Lebesgue measurable. Then,
|K| . |πx pKq|2{3 ¨ |πy pKq|2{3 .

(3.3)

Remark 3.4. On the left hand side of (3.3), the notation "| ¨ |" refers to either Lebesgue
measure on R3 or Hd4 (which are the same, up to a multiplicative constant). Similarly, on
the right hand side of (3.3), the notation "| ¨ |" can either refer to Lebesgue measure on R2 ,
or Hd3 restricted to a vertical subgroup; these measures, again, coincide up to a constant.
Below, the notation "| ¨ |" may also refer to cardinality, but the meaning should always be
clear from the context.
3.1. Reduction to a planar incidence problem. We start with a few geometric observations which will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Fix a “scale” parameter 0 ă δ ă 1.
We write Q0 :“ r´1, 1s3 Ă R3 . The first lemma records that the "tubes" πx´1 pBppx , δqq and
πy´1 pBppy , δqq are fairly close to Euclidean δ-tubes inside the bounded set Q0 :
Lemma 3.5. There is an absolute constant A1 ě 1 such that the following holds. Let wx P Wx ,
wy P Wy , and write Bx :“ Bpwx , δq X Wx and By :“ Bpwy , δq X Wy . Then
πx´1 pBx q X Q0 Ă rwx ¨ Ly spA1 δq

and πy´1 pBy q X Q0 Ă rwy ¨ Lx spA1 δq.

In other words, the intersection of πx´1 pBx q with Q0 is contained in the Euclidean A1 δneighbourhood of the horizontal line px ¨ Ly , and analogously if the roles of x and y are
reverted.
Corollary 3.6. Let wx P Wx X Q0 , wy P Wy X Q0 , and consider Tx “ rwx ¨ Ly spA1 δq and
Ty “ rwy ¨ Lx spA1 δq. Then,
|Tx X Ty | . δ 3 .
Proof. The horizontal lines wx ¨ Ly and wy ¨ Lx hit Q0 , so they are quantitatively nonvertical; their angles with the t-axis are uniformly bounded from below. This implies
that the intersection Tx X Ty is fairly transversal, and the upper bound follows.

Lemma 3.7. There exists a constant A ě 1 such that the following holds. If wx “ pa, 0, bq P Wx ,
then
` :“ πy pwx ¨ Ly q “ tp0, y, ay ` bq : y P Ru
and
`
˘
πy πx´1 pBpwx , δqq X Q0 Ď `pAδq.
Proof. An easy computation shows for arbitrary px, 0, tq P Wx and y P R that
˘
`
πy ppx, 0, tq ¨ p0, y, 0qq “ πy x, y, t ` xy
2 “ p0, y, xy ` tq .

(3.8)

This establishes the first claim with px, tq “ pa, bq and y P R.
The second part of the lemma follows from Lemma 3.5 since vertical projections are
locally Lipschitz with respect to the Euclidean metric. Alternatively, one can use again
(3.8) and let px, tq range in a δ-disk centered at pa, bq.
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Proposition 3.9. Let Px and Py be δ-separated sets in Wx X Q0 and Wy X Q0 , respectively. Set
Ly :“ tπy pwx ¨ Ly q : wx P Px u.
Then Ly is a δ-separated set of lines in Q0 . Moreover, if wx P Px , wy P Py , and
πx´1 pBpwx , δqq X πy´1 pBpwy , δqq X Q0 ‰ H

(3.10)

then wy is p1 ` Aqδ-incident to πy pwx ¨ Ly q.
Proof. We first observe that Ly is a δ-separated set of lines. Indeed, if wx , wx1 P Px are
distinct, then Lemma 3.7 shows that πy pwx ¨ Ly q and πy pwx1 ¨ Ly q are two lines in Wy – R2
of the form
` :“ tpy, ay ` bq : y P Ru and `1 :“ tpy, a1 y ` b1 q : y P Ru
with dp`, `1 q “ |pa, bq ´ pa1 , b1 q| ě δ, and |a|, |a1 |, |b|, |b1 | ď 1 (the latter condition ensures
that `, `1 P Q0 , recalling we only defined the metric d on Q0 ).
Next we assume that (3.10) holds. Using Lemma 3.7, this implies that
`
˘
rπy pwx ¨ Ly qspAδq X Bpwy , δq Ą πy πx´1 pBpwx , δqq X Q0 X Bpwy , δq ‰ H.
We infer that wy P rπy pwx ¨ Ly qspr1 ` Asδq, as claimed.



Proof of Theorem 3.2. First, we may assume that K is compact, by the inner regularity of
Lebesgue measure. Then, we may assume that K Ă 21 Q0 , since both sides of (3.3) scale
in the same way with respect to the Heisenberg dilations δr . Indeed, since the Jacobian
determinant of δr is r4 , we have |δr K| “ r4 |K|. On the other hand, dilations commute
with vertical projections, and the maps δr |Wx and δr |Wy have Jacobian determinant r3 , so
|πx pδr Kq|2{3 ¨ |πy pδr Kq|2{3 “ |δr pπx pKqq|2{3 ¨ |δr pπy pKqq|2{3 “ r4 |πx pKq|2{3 ¨ |πy pKq|2{3 .
Thus, we may and will assume that K Ă 12 Q0 , which implies that πx pKq Ă Wx X Q0
and πy pKq Ă Wy X Q0 . Since πx pKq and πy pKq are bounded, there exist finite maximal
δ-separated subsets Px Ă πx pKq and Py Ă πy pKq for any "scale" parameter 0 ă δ ă 1.
Fix ε ą 0. Then for all δ ą 0 small enough (depending on K and ε), we have
δ 2 rcard Px s . |πx pKq| ` ε

and δ 2 rcard Py s . |πy pKq| ` ε.

(3.11)

To improve clarity, we exceptionally use the notation "card" for cardinality within this
proof. The parameter ε is used here only to handle the case where |πx pKq| “ 0 or
|πy pKq| “ 0. Now, it suffices to prove for δ as in (3.11) that
|K| . rcard Px s2{3 rcard Py s2{3 ¨ δ 8{3 .

(3.12)

This will yield
|K| . p|πx pKq| ` εq2{3 ¨ p|πy pKq| ` εq2{3 ,
and the theorem follows by letting ε Ñ 0.
We will establish (3.12) as a corollary of Theorem 2.3. In order to relate (3.12) to a set
IpP, Lq of incidences, we first recall that
ď
ď
πx pKq Ă
Bpwx , δq and πy pKq Ă
Bpwy , δq,
wx PPx

wy PPy
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and hence
ď

KĎ

πx´1 pBpwx , δqq X πy´1 pBpwy , δqq X Q0 .

pwx ,wy qPPx ˆPy

It follows from Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 that
|K| . δ 3 cardtpwx , wy q P Px ˆ Py : πx´1 pBpwx , δqq X πy´1 pBpwy , δqq X Q0 ‰ Hu.

(3.13)

To control the cardinality that appears on the right, we use Proposition 3.9. It allows us
to deduce from (3.13) that
|K| . δ 3 card Ip1`Aqδ pPy , Ly q,
where Ip1`Aqδ pPy , Ly q is the set of p1 ` Aqδ-incidences between the points in Py and the
lines in Ly :“ tπy pwx ¨ Ly q : wx P Px u Ă Q0 . Since card Ly “ card Px , the proof of (3.12),
and hence Theorem 3.2, is then reduced to showing
2

2

1

card Ip1`Aqδ pPy , Ly q . rcard Ly s 3 rcard Py s 3 ¨ δ ´ 3 .

(3.14)

But since Py consists of δ-separated points, and Ly of δ-separated lines, (3.14) follows
immediately from the incidence bound in Theorem 2.3 (as pointed out in Remark 2.6, the
theorem remains valid for Cδ-incidences, and now we use this with C “ 1 ` A.)

4. A PPLICATIONS OF THE L OOMIS -W HITNEY INEQUALITY IN THE H EISENBERG GROUP
In this section, we derive the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality, Theorem 1.8,
from the Loomis-Whitney inequality, Theorem 1.3. The arguments presented in this section are very standard, and we claim no originality. As a corollary of Theorem 1.8, we
obtain the isoperimetric inequality in H (with a non-optimal constant). At the end of the
section, we also show how the Loomis-Whitney inequality can be used, directly, to infer
a variant of the isoperimetric inequality, without passing through the Sobolev inequality.
We start by recalling the statement of Theorem 1.8:
Theorem 4.1. Let f P BV pHq. Then,
}f }4{3 .

a

(4.2)

}Xf }}Y f }.

Recall that f P BV pHq if f P L1 pHq, and the distributional derivatives Xf, Y f are finite
signed Radon measures. Smooth compactly supported functions are dense in BV pHq in
the sense that if f P BV pHq, then there exists a sequence tϕj ujPN Ă Cc8 pR3 q such that
ϕj Ñ f almost everywhere (and in L1 pHq if desired), and }Zϕj } Ñ }Zf } for Z P tX, Y u.
For a reference, see [13, Theorem 2.2.2]. With this approximation in hand, it suffices to
prove Theorem 4.1 for, say, f P Cc1 pR3 q. The following lemma contains most of the proof:
Lemma 4.3. Let f P Cc1 pR3 q, and write
Fk :“ tp P R3 : 2k´1 ď |f ppq| ď 2k u,
Then,

ˆ
´k`2

|πx pFk q| ď 2

ˆ
|Y f |

Fk´1

(4.4)

k P Z.

and |πy pFk q| ď 2

´k`2

|Xf |.
Fk´1

(4.5)
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Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to prove the first inequality in (4.5). Let w “ px, 0, tq P
πx pFk q, and fix p “ w ¨ p0, y, 0q P Fk such that πx ppq “ w. In particular, |f ppq| ě 2k´1 .
Recall the notation Ly “ tp0, y, 0q : y P Ru. Since f is compactly supported, we may pick
another point p1 P w ¨ Ly such that f pp1 q “ 0. Since |f | is continuous, we infer that there
is a non-degenerate line segment I on the line w ¨ Ly such that 2k´2 ď |f pqq| ď 2k´1 for
all q P I (hence I Ă Fk´1 ), and |f | takes the values 2k´2 and 2k´1 , respectively, at the
endpoints qi “ w ¨ p0, yi , 0q of I, i P t1, 2u. Define γpyq :“ w ¨ p0, y, 0q “ px, y, t ` 12 xyq.
With this notation,
ˆ
ˆ y2
1
k´2
|pf ˝ γq pyq| dy ď
|Y f px, y, t ` 12 xyq| dy.
2
ď |f pq1 q ´ f pq2 q| ď
ty:px,y,t` 12 xyqPFk´1 u

y1

Writing Φpx, y, tq :“ px, 0, tq ¨ p0, y, 0q “ px, y, t ` 21 xyq, and integrating over px, tq –
px, 0, tq P πx pFk q Ă Wx , it follows that
ff
«ˆ
ˆ
|Y f pΦpx, y, tqq| dy dx dt ě 2k´2 |πx pFk q|.
(4.6)
πx pFk q

ty:Φpx,y,tqPFk´1 u

Finally, we note that JΦ “ det DΦ ” 1. Therefore, using Fubini’s theorem, and performing a change of variables to the left hand side of (4.6), we see that
ˆ
k´2
2 |πx pFk q| ď
|Y f pΦpx, y, tqq| dx dy dt
tpx,y,tqPR3 :Φpx,y,tqPFk´1 u
ˆ
“
|Y f px, y, tq| dx dy dt.
Fk´1

This completes the proof.



We are then prepared to prove Theorem 4.1:
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Fix f P Cc1 pR3 q, and define the sets Fk , k P Z, as in (4.4). Using
first Theorem 3.2, then Lemma 4.3, then Cauchy-Schwarz, and finally the embedding
`1 ãÑ `4{3 , we estimate as follows:
ˆ
ÿ
ÿ
|f |4{3 „
24k{3 |Fk | ď
24k{3 |πx pFk q|2{3 |πy pFk q|2{3
kPZ

kPZ

.

ÿ ´ˆ

¯2{3 ´ ˆ

¯2{3
|Y f |

|Xf |
kPZ

Fk´1

Fk´1

¯4{3 ı1{2 ” ÿ ´ ˆ

” ÿ ´ˆ
ď

¯4{3 ı1{2
|Y f |

|Xf |
kPZ

”ÿˆ

Fk´1

ď
kPZ Fk´1

ı2{3 ” ÿ ˆ
|Xf |

kPZ

kPZ Fk´1

Raising both sides to the power 3{4 completes the proof.

Fk´1

ı2{3
|Y f |

2{3

2{3

“ }Xf }1 }Y f }1 .


We conclude the paper by discussing isoperimetric inequalities. A measurable set
E Ă H has finite horizontal perimeter if χE P BV pHq. Here χE is the characteristic function
of E. Note that our definition of BV pHq implies, in particular, that |E| ă 8. We follow
common practice, and write PH pEq :“ }∇H χE }. For more information on sets of finite
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horizontal perimeter, see [12]. Now, applying Theorem 4.1 to f “ χE , we infer Pansu’s
isoperimetric inequality (with a non-optimal constant):
Theorem 4.7 (Pansu). There exists a constant C ą 0 such that
3

|E| 4 ď CPH pEq

(4.8)

for any measurable set E Ă H of finite horizontal perimeter.
We remark that the a priori assumption |E| ă 8 is critical here; for example the theorem evidently fails for E “ H, for which |E| “ 8 but }∇H χE } “ 0. We conclude the paper by deducing a weaker version of (4.8) (even) more directly from the Loomis-Whitney
inequality. Namely, we claim that
3

|E| 4 ď CHd3 pBEq

(4.9)

for any bounded measurable set E Ă H. This inequality is, in general, weaker than (4.8):
at least for open sets E Ă H, the property Hd3 pBEq ă 8 implies that PH pEq ă 8, and then
PH pEq . Hd3 pBEq, see [14, Theorem 4.18]. However, if E is a bounded open set with C 1
boundary, then Hd3 pBEq „ PH pEq, see [12, Corollary 7.7].
To prove (4.9), we need the following auxiliary result, see [10, Lemma 3.4]:
Lemma 4.10. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that the following holds. Let W Ă H be a
vertical subgroup. Then,
A Ă H.
(4.11)
|πW pAq| ď CHd3 pAq,
Proof of (4.9). Let E Ă H be bounded and measurable. We first claim that
πx pEq Ď πx pBEq,

(4.12)

πy pEq Ď πy pBEq

(4.13)

We prove only (4.12) since (4.13) follows similarly. Let w P πx pEq and consider πx´1 twu “
w ¨ Ly where Ly “ tp0, y, 0q : y P Ru is as in Section 3. By definition there exists
y1 P R such that w ¨ p0, y1 , 0q P E and since E is bounded there also exists y2 P R such
that w ¨ p0, y2 , 0q P H z E. Since w ¨ Ly is connected, there finally exists y3 P R such that
w ¨ p0, y3 , 0q P BE which immediately implies (4.12). Using Theorem 3.2, (4.12), and (4.13)
we get
2
2
|E| . |πx pBEq| 3 |πy pBEq| 3 .
Now the isoperimetric inequality (4.9) follows using Lemma 4.11.
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